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“<PMZMIZMWVTa\PZMM\PQVO[\WJMLWVM_Q\PI_WUIVAW]KIVTW^MPMZ[]ٺMZNWZPMZWZ
turn her into literature.” – Henry Miller
<PM_WZTLKWV[]UM[][NMUQVQVMJWLQM[;\IZQVO_Q\P^IKIV\KZQ\QKIT
MaM[?PQKPKI\MOWZaLW_MÅ\QV\W'
<WTW^MI_WUIV\WQLMITQbMPMZIVLUISMPMZQVP]UIV;PMQ[I
virgin, a saint, a mother, a daughter. Too precious for sex, too pure for
I]\WVWUa<PMaLQ[[MK\][PIXPIbIZLTaJ]\_Q\PLQ^QVMX]ZXW[M
<W[]ٺMZNWZPMZ;PMQ[I_PWZM[QVOTMUW\PMZLQ[QV\MZM[\MLQVUMV
inedible.
Or worse yet, they turn us into literature. They describe our bodies
as beautiful plains. Write songs and novels about how they want to fuck
us, devour us, dismiss us, forget us. They compare us to birds, landscapes,
nymphs, anything imaginable.
.ZWU\PMOZMI\L][\aUW]\P[WN TWVOLMILUMV\W\PMKZ]LM[T]Z[[XI\
on albums playing on the radio this morning.
<PMaIZMWJ[M[[ML_Q\P][7]ZÅO]ZM[<PMNMUITMJWLaVW\\PM
mind, experience, history. They want to spread our legs and write poetry
IJW]\_PI\\PMaÅVL\PMZM4QSMW]Z\PQOP[IZMPQOP_Ia[\PMaRW]ZVMaWV
ILM[\QVI\QWVWVTaNWZ\PMU+]XW]ZJZMI[\[[Y]MMbMW]ZPQX[JQ\MW]Z
necks, bed us or kill us, one of the two.
“Why are women…so much more interesting to men than men are to women?” –
Virginia Woolf
;PM[UQTM[JZQTTQIV\TaNZWU\PMOTW[[aKW^MZWN I\PZMMLWTTIZUIOIbQVM
<PMXZQKMWN KWVÅLMVKM\PMXZQKMWN KZ]KQÅ`QWV<PMaITTLW1LMV\QKIT
M`XZM[[QWV[QV\PMQZMaM[8ZQLMIVLNMIZ-IKP\PQOPIQZJZ][PML[UWW\P
PIQZMZI[MLZMIZZIVOMLKWTWZKWZZMK\ML-V\QZMQVKPM[WN \PMQZ_IQ[\[
PI^M^IVQ[PML*]\\PMQZJZMI[\[TWWS]V][]ITTaN]TT[]XXTMIVLQV^Q\QVO
displayed for every distracted eye to wander to, lust and compare standing
QV\PMQVLQٺMZMV\TQVM[WN OZWKMZaTIVM[<PMUMV_PWKIUM_Q\P\PMQZ
wives, casting quick glances, maybe a disparaging, longing comment. The
wives who hungrily lap up the captions. Lose 20 Pounds! Trim Your Fat! Tone
Your Abs! They want us to disappear, to whittle and carve ourselves for a
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place in the world.
“Women think with their whole bodies and they see things as a whole more than men
do.” ,WZW\Pa,Ia
1KWV[QLMZMIKPJWLaXIZ\[MXIZI\MTa)ZMUaKIT^M[\WWZW]VL'5a
\PQOP[\WWJQO',WUaIZU[TWWS\WWUI[K]TQVMIZMUaJZMI[\[\WW[TQOP\'
)ZMUa[PW]TLMZ[\WW_QLMUa[\WUIKP\WWTWW[M'<PMZMQ[VW[]U\W
these parts. I dismantle myself in the shower where I cannot avoid my
M`XW[MLJWLa+WV[QLMZQVOUaZIOOML\WMVIQT[\WZVJaUaIV`QW][ÅVOMZ[
measuring the swell of my waist with shaking, wide palms. I drip in the tub
TWVOIN\MZ\PM_I\MZQ[WٺI^WQLQVO\PMT]UJMZQVOZMÆMK\QWVQV\PMUQZZWZ
1\PI[JMMV\_MV\aWVMaMIZ[WN TQ^QVOQV[QLMWN \PQ[NMUITMJWLa.WZ
eight of those years I have systematically and at times, sloppily, tried to
ZML]KMZMUW^MZMRMK\Q\2]\\QVOÅVOMZ[LW_VUa\PZWI\PW\[\WUIKPIKQL
IVLPITNKPM_MLUMIT[TWVOIQUTM[[Z]V[QV\PMLIZSXZM\MVLQVO\WMI\
while stirring enticing/repulsing food on my plate.
No thank you, I am not hungry. I ate earlier. I already ate. I didn’t eat at all.
*QTMIOIQV[\Ua\MM\PZIbWZJTILM[WVUa[SQV1LWVW\TWWSTQSM\PM
UIOIbQVM[\MTM^Q[QWV[PW_[Z]V_Ia[
For none of those years did my body feel like my own.
Now, my body does not feel like my own.
1[MM_WUMVWV\MTM^Q[QWVUIOIbQVMKW^MZ[\PM1V\MZVM\<PMQZ
bodies. Meticulously crafted, embellished with tailored clothing, painted
nails, makeup to look natural even though no one looks like that naturally.
-^MV[\QTT\PMaXTIa\PMPW][M_QNM\PMUWUWN NW]Z\PMUWLM[\I[[Q[\IV\
The bags beneath their eyes have been concealed, their eyelashes
extended. We do not see the: stretch marks on their legs, folds of their
stomachs, slope of their uneven breasts. Those things do not exist in: the
UW^QM[\PMUIOIbQVM[\PMU][QK\PMliterature.
“Be not ashamed women. . . You are the gates of the body, and you are the gates of the
soul.” –Walt Whitman
They write about us. They sing about us. They talk about us on the
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ZMKWZLW\ٺPMZMKWZL_PMV\PMaLWV¼\SVW_\PMaIZMJMQVOZMKWZLML
when they don’t care they are being recorded. Their paintbrushes are
[I\]ZI\ML_Q\P\PM[M`]ITTWVOQVOIVLMUW\QWVITQVLQٺMZMVKMNWZ][_PMV
they paint our bodies. They give us passive, inviting expressions.
I am not a gate, a bird, a rolling mountain, a thing to be desired,
pursued, neglected. I do not exist for their consumption, loving hands,
^QWTMV\Å[\[NWZ\PMU\W_ZQ\MIJW]\LZMIUIJW]\NIV\I[QbMW^MZ
My thighs are perhaps a little too big and breasts noticeably uneven.
)[Q[[]KP1MI\PITN I[U]KPI[1[PW]TLIVLNWZOM\_PW1IU_PMV1IU
dragging my soles on the treadmill. Glance at the other feminine bodies.
1[MM\PMQZ\_QV\PW]OP\[QV\PMQZ[TQOP\TaKZMI[MLUW]\P["LQ[[I\Q[ÅML
disembodied, driven. When I hear, watch, read a man compare a woman
to an idea, an unhinged concept, an animal, a place in nature, I turn them
W\ٺZI[P\PMJWWS_ITSI_Ia
I am not here for memorable quotes, romantic thoughts, how
women are this, women are that. How our feminine bodies drive men
_QTL\W[]ٺMZQVOLM[XIQZ\WKZMI\Q^Q\a1LWV¼\KIZMQ\Q[QZZMTM^IV\
sickening, annoying at best. They do not own a feminine body, they do
not understand. They can never have us, through their stilted similes and
NWZOM\\IJTMUM\IXPWZ[)VL\PMaVM^MZ_QTT

